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Abstract
We define the t-uniform cube-hypergraph of dimension n, Q(n, t), as the hypergraph which
is the natural analogue of the n-dimensional hypercube Qn' and give a characterization of
those t-uniform hypergraphs which are isomorphic to Q(n, t). This extends a previous result of
S. Foldes in the graph case.
1. Introduction
The n-dimensional hypercube Qn is from a theoretical and practical view point one
of the most fascinating graphs, see [11] for an overview. Thus it is not surprising that
many authors proved necessary and sufficient conditions for a connected graph to be
a hypercube, and up to now there have been nearly 25 such characterizations in the
literature. The first such characterization of hypercubes was given by Foldes [8]; see
[12,4,13] for overviews.
On the other hand, one of the aims of the theory of hypergraphs is to generalize
results of graph theory to hypergraphs, so that the general theorems contain the graph
case as a special case, see [I, 2].
In [5] the authors introduced the n-dimensional cube-hypergraphs Q(n, t) as special
t-uniform hypergraphs. For t = 2, the cube-hypergraph Q(n, 2) is the usual n-dimen-
sional hypercube Qn' The main purpose of [5] was to characterize hypergraphs which
are isometrically embeddable into Q(n, t): this generalizes previous results of Djokovic
[7], and of Graham and Winkler [10] concerning isometric embeddings into hyper-
cubes; cf. also the paper of Wilkeit [14] on isometric embeddings in Hamming graphs.
In a forthcoming paper [3], Buratti shows that the concept of cube-hypergraph is
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a particular case of the more general concept of Cayley hypergraphs, introduced by
him in a more general context which combines hypergraphs and groups; this includes
the well-known fact that hypercubes are special Cayley graphs.
A basic tool, in [5] and also in the present paper, is a concept of bipartiteness for
t-uniform hypergraphs, which for t = 2 coincides with the bipartiteness of (simple)
graphs. This is related to the concept of gated subgraphs of a graph, used by [9]:
a graph is bipartite if and only if all of its edges are gated subgraphs. Bipartiteness will
be used here to obtain a characterization of cube-hypergraphs in the class of t-uniform
connected hypergraphs. This characterization uses techniques of [6] and contains the
result of Foldes [8] as a special case.
It is well known that the following properties (a)-(c) are pairwise equivalent for
a graph G = (V, E) with at least two vertices:
(a) the vertex set V can be partitioned into two non-empty sets VI and V2 such that
no two vertices in the same set are adjacent;
(b) G contains no odd cycles;
(c) the elements of G can be colored by two colours so that no two adjacent vertices
have the same colour.
As this equivalence is no longer true for t-uniform hypergraphs, t ~ 3 (cf. [2, Ch. 5]
for a discussion), it was not clear whether the two original Foldes conditions,
bipartiteness and a metric property, were enough to give a characterization also for
the t-uniform cube hypergraph Q(n,t). This paper will give an affirmative answer to
the question.
In Part 2 we shall recall some concepts. Parts 3 and 4 contain some preliminary
results, and Part 5 the characterization theorem.
2. Basic concepts
Let V = {x I, ... , xn } be a finite set. A hypergraph on V is a pair H = (V, E) such that
E = {k I, ... , km } is a family of distinct subsets of V. The hypergraph H is called simple
if moreover we find k j ¢ kj , for all i #- j with 1 ~ i ~ m, 1 ~ j ~ m. The sets V = V(H)
and E = E(H) are the vertex set and the edge set: their elements are the vertices and
the edges of the hypergraph H, respectively. Ifall edges have the same cardinality t, the
hypergraph H is t-uniform. A 2-uniform hypergraph is a simple graph, and conversely.
Let H = (V, E), H' = (V', E') be (t-uniform) hypergraphs. We define H' to be
isomorphic to H (for shortness Hand H' to be isomorphic, H ~ H') if and only if there
exists a bijection f: V -+ V' such that
(Vk s; V) kEE ~ f(K)EE'.
In this case f is called a (hypergraph-)isomorphism from H onto H'.
The hypergraph H = (V, E) is called linear, if for all distinct edges k, k' c E,
Ik n k'i ~ 1. The degree dH(x) of a vertex x of the hypergraph H is the number ofedges
in H containing x. If all vertices of H have the same degree, H is said to be regular.
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A path of length q from a vertex x I to a vertex xq + I in the hypergraph H is
a sequence
(1)
where k l ,k2 , ••• ,kq are distinct edges in H, XI,X2, ... ,Xq+1 are distinct vertices in H,
and Xi> Xi + I E ki for all i = 1, ... , q. Such a path will also be called an x I xq + I-path of
length q.
For any x, y E V with x -# y, a shortest xy-path, is an xy-path of minimal length, and
will also be called an xy-geodesic. Its length is called the distance dH(x, y) between
x and y in H. Additionally, we define dH(x, x) = 0 for all x E V.
We denote by rH(X, y) the set of all xy-geodesics, and by fH (x, y):= IrH(X, y) I the
number of these geodesics; moreover, we assume fH (x, x):= 1.
A vertex y E V is a neighbour of x E V in H, if dH(x, y) = 1, i.e. if x, yare distinct and
there is an edge of H containing them both.
A cycle of length q ;:: 3 is a sequence
(2)
where k l ,k2, ... ,kq are distinct edges in H, XI,X2, ... ,Xq are distinct vertices in H,
Xi, Xi+1 E ki for all i = 1, ... ,q - 1, and xq , XI E kq •
A cycle of odd length q is called an odd cycle. Of course a path (1) (a cycle (2)) is
itself a hypergraph with vertex set V' = k l U k2 U ... u kq and edge set
E' = {k l ,k2 , ... ,kq }.
We shall say that k l u k2 U ... u kq is the set of vertices of path (1) and that
x I, X2, ... , Xq are the eminent vertices of this path. Similarly for cycle (2).
Note that the concept of 'eminent vertices' will be frequently used in the following.
H = (V, E) is called connected if for all x, y E V with x -# y there exists in H an
xy-path; if H is connected, then (V, dH ) is a metric space and its diameter is called the
diameter of H, diam H.
Every hypergraph under consideration will be supposed to be simple.
3. Interval-regular hypergraphs
Let x, y be distinct vertices of a connected hypergraph H. The set of all vertices of
H lying on shortest xy-paths, i.e. belonging to some edge of some xy-geodesic, is called
the (geodetic) xy-interval in H and denoted by 3 H(x,y). We shall use the notation
Ni.H(X,y):= {zE3H(x,y)ldH(x,z) = i,
dH(z, y) = dH(x, y) - i}, i = 0,1, ... , dH(x, y).
In other words, Ni.H(X,y) is the set of those eminent vertices z of some shortest
xy-path, such that dH(x, z) = i. Note that if H is a simple graph, then all vertices of
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H lying on shortest xy-paths are eminent, and then Ni,H(X, y) is the usual ith-level of
the interval 3 H (x, y).
Extending to hypergraphs the notion of interval-regularity introduced for graphs by
Mulder [12], we shall define the hypergraph H to be interval-regular if
IN. (x )1 = (dH(X,y))I.H ,y .,
I
for all vertices x, y in H.
i = 0,1, ... ,dH(x,y)
Proposition 1. Let H be a connected linear hypergraph. The following three conditions
are equivalent.
(1) For each pair of vertices x and y, YH(X,y) = dH(x,y)!,
(2) H is interval-regular,
(3) For each pair of vertices x and y, IN1.H(X,y)1 = dH(x,y).
Proof. (1) ~ (2). Assume (1). Let x,y be vertices and let 0::::; i::::; dH(x,y). Given any
eminent vertex z at the i-level in the xy-interval, the union of an xz-geodesic and of
a zy-geodesic is always an xy-geodesic having z as an eminent vertex. Therefore, the
number of xy-geodesics having z as an eminent vertex is i!· (dH(x, y) - i)!. On the
other hand, any xy-geodesic has exactly one eminent vertex z at the ith-level.
Consequently,
INi.H(X, y) I' i! .(dH(x, y) - i)! = dH(x, y)!,
and this proves (2).
(2) ~ (3) is obvious.
(3) ~ (1) can easily be proved by induction on dH(x,y). 0
Note that Proposition 1 and its proof are nearly the same as Proposition 3 in [8].
Note also that (1) implies linearity.
4. Bipartite hypergraphs
A subgraph G' of a connected graph G is called gated in G if for any vertex x of
G there exists a vertex g(x) of G' such that for any vertex y of G', g(x) is on a shortest
xy-path of G, cr. [9]. As a graph is bipartite if and only if all of its edges are gated
subgraphs, it is natural to give the following definition.
We call a hypergraph H = (V, E) bipartite if, for any vertex x E V and any edge
k E E, there exists a vertex y E k such that dH(x, y) < dH(x, z) for all z E k, z =F y.
Lemma 1. Let H = (V, H) be a connected bipartite hypergraph. For any vertex x E V
and any edge k E E, there exists an integer d ~ 0 and a vertex y E k such that
dH(x,y) = d and dH(x,z) = d + 1 for all z E k, z =F y.
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Lemma 2. Every bipartite hypergraph H is linear.
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Proof. Let be k, k' E E(H) with k =f. k' and let be x, y E k n k'. Then there exists
a vertex Z E k' \ k, and both x and yare vertices of k at minimal distance from z. As H is
bipartite, we get x = y. 0
Lemma 3. Any bipartite hypergraph H is triangle-free.
Proof. Suppose H contains a triangle xlklX2k2X3k3Xl' As dH(XbX2) = dH(XbX3) = 1
and X2,X3 E k2, there exists a vertex z E k2 , such that dH(XbZ) = O. Then Xl = Z E k2
and Xl,X2 Ek l n k2 , which contradicts that H is linear, cf. Lemma 2. 0
Remark 1. From Lemma 3 it follows that a bipartite hypergraph contains no
triangles. On the other hand, the bipartiteness is not a necessary condition for having
no odd cycles: the hypergraph H = (V, E), with V = {I, 2, ... , 8}, E = {k b k2,k3, k4 },
k 1 = {l, 2, 3}, k2 = p, 4, 5}, k3 = {5, 6, 7}, k4 = {7, 8,1} (see Fig. 1) contains no odd
cycle but is not bipartite.
The following Example 1 shows that bipartite (t-uniform) hypergraphs throughout
can contain cycles of length 5. Thus for hypergraphs bipartiteness alone is not enough
to exclude odd cycles.
Example 1. Let be H = (V, E), V:= {l, 2, ... , 15}, E:= {k l , k2 , ... , kls}' k l = {1,2, 3},
k2 ={3,4,5}, k3 ={5,6,7}, k4 ={7,8,9}, ks ={l,9,1O}, k6 ={1,6,11},
k7 = {3, 8, 13}, kg = {5, 10, 15}, k9 = {2, 7, 12}, klO = {4,9, 14}, kll = {6, 13, 14},
k12 = {4, 11, 12}, k13 = {2, 14, 15}, kl4 = {1O, 12, 13}, klS = {8, 11, 15}.
In this hypergraph the distance between any two distinct vertices is always 1 or
2 and any vertex x is at the minimal distance 1 from exactly one vertex of any edge
k not containing x.
r" /"""'
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Fig. 1.
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Note that the hypergraph of Fig. 3, which is bipartite and interval-regular (cf.
Lemma 4), contains cycles of length 7, e.g. the cycle 110-120-121-021-001-101-111-110
(where each' -' between two vertices denotes the unique edge containing them).
5. Cube-hypergraphs
Now we shall consider not only sets but also multisets. For a multiset Z, we shall
denote by 2 the (usual) set of pairwise distinct elements of Z, by IZI the number of
elements of the multiset with consideration of their multiplicity and by II Z II = 121 the
number of distinct elements in Z.
The operations U, n, /':" (symmetric difference) for multisets are defined analo-
gously as for sets, but taking into consideration the multiplicity of the elements. Thus
{l,1,2,3,3,4} U {l,3,3,3,4,4} = {1,1,1,2,3,3,3,3,3,4,4,4} and {1,1,2,3,3,4} /':"
{1,3,3,3,4,4,4} = {1,2,3,4,4}.
In the following, X denotes the multiset:
X:= { 1, 1, ... , 1, 2, 2, ... , 2, ... , n, n, ... , n}
1-1 1-1 1-1
(in which every element has multiplicity t - 1) where n ~ 1 and t ~ 2 are some
integers.
We define the n-dimensional t-uniform cube-hypergraph Q(n,t) (also called the
t-uniform cube-hypergraph Qx(n,t) on the multiset X) as the hypergraph Q for which
the vertex set V(Q) is the set of all submultisets of X and the edge set E (Q) is the set of
all the subsets k of V(Q) of the form
k -{AA {'),A f")' A f" '}}- , U I J' U ),1, I J ' .,. , U ),1, I, ... , I ,
1-1
where i is some element of X = {1,2, ... ,n} and A IS some (possibly empty)
submultiset of X\{i,i, ... ,i}
1-1
Let us mention that Q(n, 2) is the usual n-dimensional hypercube (graph).
Note that there are two further equivalent definitions of Q(n,t) (see [5]).
One can define Q(n, t) as a pair with the vertex set of all n-tuples
(a1, a2, ... , an) E {O, 1, ... , t - l}n where an edge consists of all n-tuples which coincide
in n - 1 coordinates while the one excepted coordinate takes all values 0, ... , t - 1.
The third definition uses a concept of cartesian product H 0 H' of two hypergraphs
H = (V, E) and H' = (V, E' ) which differs from those of [2]. The hypergraph H 0 H'
has the vertex set V x V' and the edge set {k x {a'}IkE E, a' E V'} u { {a} x k' Ia E V,
k' E E' }. Then Q(n, t) is the n-times cartesian product Q(I, t) 0 ... 0 Q(I, t) = Q (1, t)"
of the hypergraph Q(1, t) with itself; in fact Q(1, t) is clearly isomorphic to the
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hypergraph with vertex set {O, ... , t - 1} and edge set {{O, ... , t - 1}}. Note that
Q(1,2) is the complete graph K 2 .
It is easy to verify that Q(n, t) has tn vertices and n . tn - 1 edges. Figs. 2 and 3 show
Q(2,3) and Q(3, 3).
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Lemma 4. The hypergraph Q(n, t) is t-uniform, connected, bipartite, interval-regular
and has diameter diam Q(n, t) = n.
Proof. It is obvious that Q(n, t) is t-uniform and connected. The bipartiteness of
Q(n, t) was proved in [5].
In [5, Lemma 4J it was also proved that the distance between two vertices x, y of
Q(n, t) (submultisets of X) equals the number of distinct elements in their symmetric
difference: dQ(n,t)(X,y) = Ilx6YII. It follows obviously that diamQ(n,t)=n. It is
also easy to deduce that YH(X,y) = dH(x,y)!, i.e. that Q(n,t) is interval-regular
(Proposition 1); it can be seen as follows, by using the second definition of Q(n, t). Let
x, y E {a, 1, ... , t - 1}n be any two distinct vertices of Q(n, t). Up to a permutation, we
can assume x=(a1, ... ,a"ar+l, ... ,an), y=(b1, ... ,b" ar+l, ... ,an) and ai~bi>
i = 1, ... ,r. Then the level Ni,Q(n,t) (x, y) consists of the n-tuples obtained from x by
replacing any i of the first r coordinates of x by the corresponding coordinates of y.
Therefore, INi,Q(n,t)(x,y)1 = INi,Q)O, 1)1, where 0= (0, ... ,0), 1 = (1, ... , 1) E {a, I}'.
From the well-known fact that the hypercube Qr is interval-regular, it follows that
Q(n, t) is interval-regular. 0
Remark 2. The hypergraph of Fig. 4 is 2-regular, bipartite and interval-regular, but
not uniform.
Theorem 1. Let t ~ 2 be an integer and let H be a connected t-uniform hypergraph.
Then H is a cube-hypergraph (of dimension n) if and only if H is bipartite and
interval-regular (with diam H = n).
Proof. (=» Follows from Lemma 4.
( <=) Let H be a connected t-uniform bipartite interval-regular hypergraph with
diamH = n.
Fix any vertex a E V(H) such that there exists bE V(H) with dH(a, b) = n. First we
prove that the degree of a is dH(a) = n. As H is bipartite, any edge k E E(H) containing
r" (\
n
( • • • )
• • • ")
'-' '-- "--'
Fig. 4.
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a has exactly one vertex a' such that dH(a', b) = n - 1. Conversely, any vertex
a' E N 1,H(a, b) is contained in exactly one edge k E E(H) containing a, because H is
linear by Lemma 2. As H is interval-regular, IN l,H(a, b)1 = n; therefore the degree of
a is dH(a) = n.
Let us use the following notation:
~(H):= {x E V(H)ldH(a,x) = j}, j = 0,1, ,.. ,n;
E(a):= {kEE(H)laEk} = {k1,k2 ,oo.,kn };
kj =: {aiO = a, aj 1 = aj, aj 2, 00', ajt-l}, i = 1, ... , n.
Note that the vertices a, ajj, i = 1, ... , n, j = 1, ... , t - 1, are all distinct because H is
linear.
We shall construct a hypergraph isomorphism
*:H~Qx(n,t),
where Qx(n, t) denotes the cube-hypergraph on the multiset
If x E k j \ {a} and y E kj \ {a} with i =1= j, then there is no edge containing both x and
y because H has no triangles. More generally, as H is bipartite, any edge k E E(H)
contains one vertex at a level ~(H) and t - 1 vertices at the level ~+ dH), for some
j = 0,1, ... , n - 1. It follows that if x E ~+ 1 (H) and y E ~(H) belong to an edge
k E E(H), then y is an eminent vertex in some ax-geodesic containing k.
We shall denote by g(a, x) any ax-geodesic, and by r H(a, x) the set of all the
ax-geodesics.
If x E Vo(H) = {a}, define x* = 0. If x E ~(H),j ~ 1, any ax-geodesic is of the form:
g(a,x) = akjajsoo.x (9)
for some i = 1, .. " n and some s = 1, ... , t - 1. Any other ax-geodesic g' (a, x) having
kj as its first edge must also have ajs as its second vertex, because, by bipartiteness, ajs is
the only vertex of kj at distance j - 1from x. Therefore, the following definition makes
sense,
If x E V(H), x =1= a, let x* be the submultiset of X consisting of all those
multielements
abQb ... ,ai,
s
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such that ki is the first edge of some ax-geodesic and ais is the second vertex of such
a geodesic. We shall prove that
*:V(H)--+ V(Qx(n,t)):xHX*
gives the required hypergraph isomorphism.
If x E Vj(H), then II x* II = j because H is interval-regular.
We shall prove that * is a bijection, proving - by an induction argument
on j - that each submultiset Y of X with II Y II = j is of the form Y = x* for exactly
one x E Vj(H). This statement is trivial for j = 0, 1. If j = 2, without loss of generality,
we can assume f = {a 1, ad and
where 1 ~ p, q ~ t - 1. Then dH(al P,a2q) = 2, and YH(al P,a2q) = 2! = 2. Therefore,
we must have
for exactly one Z E V2(H), cr. Fig. 5. Then z* = Y, by definition of map *.
Now let Y be any submultiset of X, with II YII = j ?: 3. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that
z
Fig. 5.
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Let us consider the submultiset:
of X. By induction hypothesis, there exists exactly one Zj_1 C ~_I (H) such that
Zj*_ I = Z (cf. Fig. 6).
We claim that dH(ajppzj-d=j. We have dH(ajppzj-d~j-2; otherwise,
dH(a,zj-d ~ dH(a,ajp) + dH(ajpJ'zj-d <j - 1. There is not an ajpjzj_I-path of
length j - 2, otherwise aj E {aI, , .. , aj_ d. There is not an ajpjzj_I-path of length
j - 1, otherwise by bipartiteness there exists one vertex ajq of kj at distance j - 2 from
Zj_l, so that aj E {aI, ... , aj_ d. On the other hand, we obtain an ajpjzj_I-path of
length j by joining kj to an aZj-I-geodesic, and this completes the proof that
dH(ajpJ'zj-d =j.
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ajpl' ... , h'zhzj_1 (10)
may be of two types, corresponding to the cases ZE ~_ 2 (H) and ZE ~(H).
For example, by joining kj to an aZj_I-geodesic, we get a geodesic (10) of the first
type.
We will prove that geodesics (10) of the second type do exist and that all of them
contain (as eminent vertex) one and the same Z = Zj E ~(H). This will obviously imply
that there exists exactly one ZE V(H) such that z* = Y.
The set of all those Z= Zj_2 E ~_2 (H) such that there exists an edge h containing
both Zj_1 and Zj-2 coincides with the set of those Zj-2 E ~-2(H) such that Zj-2 is an
eminent vertex of some geodesic (10) of the first type. Therefore, as dH(a, Zj_l) = j - 1
and H is interval-regular, the number of these Zj-2 is j - 1. On the other hand,
as dH(ajpl' Zj_ I) = j and H is interval-regular, the number of all those
ZE ~-2(H) u ~(H) which belong to some geodesic (10) is j. Therefore there exists
exactly one Zj E ~(H) which is a common eminent vertex of all geodesics (10) of the
second type. This argument proves that * is a bijection, and it remains to be proved
that it is a hypergraph isomorphism.
For any Xj E ~(H), if there exists an edge h containing Xj and Zj_ I E ~- I (H), then
any aZj_I-geodesic can be extended to an aXrgeodesic. It follows that the submultiset
*. . d' *Zj_1 IS contame m xj .
As H is bipartite, any edge h E E(H) is of the form
withzj_IE ~_dH)andxj,... ,Yj>ZjE ~(H),forsomej= 1, ... ,n. We want to prove
that h*:= {Zj*_I' xl, ... ,Yj*' zl} is an edge of Qx(n, t).
We can assume that: (1) =j_1 = {alP,' ... ,aj_1 Pj_,} with al pl E kl , ... ,aj_1 Pj-l E kj_l ;
(2) for any two distinct vertices Xj,Yj E h n ~(H), any Xj a-geodesic and any Yj
a-geodesic not containing vertices of =j_1 meet VdH) = (k l u .. · u kn)\{a} in
vertices ajqj and asqs resp. such that the following conditions (a) and (b) hold:
(a) s = j, i.e. ajpj and asqs belong to one and the same edge containing a.
Otherwise we have x j = {alPI' ... , aj_ Ipj- I' ajpJ and yj = {alpl' ... , aj_Ipj_1' aSqJ
with s i' 1,2, ... ,j. Then dH(xj, aSqJ = j. In fact: dH(xj, aSqJ? dH(xj, a) - dH(a, aSqJ =
j - 1; there exists an xjasqs-path of length j; there is no xjasqs-path of length j - 1,
otherwise asqs E xj = {alPI' ... , aj_IPj_1' ajpj}' From the equality dH(xj, aSqJ = j =
dH(xj, a) and from bipatiteness, it follows that there exists one vertex of ks at distance
j - 1from Xj' So we get again asqs E {alPI' ... , aj_Ipj_1' ajpJ which is impossible. Then
(a) is true.
(b) According to (a), let us write ajqj instead of asqs ; then we have: ajpj i' ajqj (i.e.
Pj i' qj)'
If ajpj = ajqj' then, as dH(xj, ajp) = dH(Yj, ajpj) = j - 1 and H is bipartite, there
exists one vertex Zj E h such that dH(zj, ajpj) = j - 2. It follows that ajpj E zj =
{alpl' ... ,aj-lpj_I}' which is false. Then (b) is true.
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From (a) and (b) follows that, when Xj runs over h\{Zj-d, the corresponding
ajpl runs over kj\ {a}, i.e. Pj runs over {1, 2, ... , t - I}. Therefore, xl is the submultiset
xl = Zf-t U {aj,aj~; .. ,aj}
and therefore
h*={{Zf-t,zJ-tu{aj}, ... ,zJ-tu{aj,a{~·t··,aj}} (aj$~*-d
is an edge of Qx(n, t).
We prove now that any edge e of Qx(n, t) is of the form e = h*, where h is an edge
of H. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
e = {z,z u {aj}, ... ,Z u {aj,a{~'t.. ,aj}} (aj$ Z),
where
z= {at,at, ... ,a/> ... , aj-t,aj-t, ... ,aj-t}
Pl Pj-I
is a fixed submultiset of X and II Z II = j - 1.
We know that there exists (exactly one) Zj-t E JJ-t (H) such that Zf-l = Z, and that
{0, {aj}, {aj, aj}, ... , {aj, aj, ... ,aJ } is the image under the map * of the edge
of H. As proved in the previous induction argument, all the aj zj-t-geodesics of the
second type, ajkj ... zjhzj- 1 , have one and the same eminent vertex Zj E JJ(H) and one
and the same edge h = {Zj-l, Xj, ... ,Yj, Zj} of H and, moreover
h* = {zJ-t,xj*, "',Yj*,zJ} = {z,z u {aj}, ... ,z u {aj,a{~'l.. ,aj}} = e.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0
Remark 3. Note that the above proof follows the ideas of the characterization
paper [6]. However, it would also be possible to give a proof along the lines of the
original proof of [8].
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